Otterpool Park Business Plan – Phase 1 Financial Plan
Otterpool Park LLP will be the Master Developer of the new town; planning and delivering
infrastructure so that parcels of land can be sold to specialist housebuilder of all sizes (i.e. national
and local) to in turn build and sell or rent homes.
The LLP will receive a payment for land sold reflecting the value and development cost a
housebuilder (or commercial developer) can achieve on that site. In this financial plan the LLP then
seeks to ensure that ‘cash in’ from these land sales (the residual land value) exceeds the costs in
planning and delivering the infrastructure.
A financial model has been developed to test the total and timing of funding requirements for this first
phase which model can be then used to flex the assumptions behind a number of key inputs which
are themselves subject to risk and uncertainty at this early stage of the project.
Data is based however on assumptions provided by parties with considerable experience in this
market and high levels of contingency are also held at this stage.
The first phase
Phase 1 (east and west of the Castle) is illustrated further below in a series of master plan drawings
and the whole scheme’s high level infrastructure plan has been phased into 6 sub phases to identify
key items likely to be needed to deliver overall this first phase master plan. It should be noted that the
infrastructure plan uses estimated cost numbers not based on detailed designs and so are not
necessarily a direct match to the emerging master plan drawings.
The phasing of infrastructure works is intended to optimise the number of development sites (or ‘sales
outlets’) that can simultaneously be opened to the market which in turn will optimise choice for new
residents and the overall rate of housebuilding and delivery.
Other issues will impact on the final infrastructure phasing in due course for example the chosen
procurement strategy, dependencies on other statutory parties and design programmes.
Phase 1 Masterplan Layout
Located east and west of Westenhanger Castle, the proposed first phase of Otterpool Park is
clustered around the castle parkland and creates the earliest opportunity to develop the town centre
and encourage use of Westenhanger Station whilst at the same time providing a significant number of
easily accessible plots to facilitate the delivery of housing.
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Phase 1 – First Sub-Phase
The first sub phase of Phase 1 identifies opportunities for the early commencement of housing
parcels accessed directly off the A20. The construction of the junction off the A20 into the town centre
area is also is part of this phase to facilitate the next phases of this part of the Otterpool Park
development. Prior to first occupation,
are required by the Highway Authority. In parallel, the first phase of the on-site
wastewater treatment works and the UKPN sub-station will be advanced during this phase. Initial
placemaking measures are instigated with works to the central park area in front of Westenhanger
Castle.
Fig 1 – Phase 1, first sub-phase

Phase 1 – Second Sub-Phase
This second sub phase delivers the continued build out of the housing parcels off the A20 by
housebuilders. It includes the construction of the access road for the first primary school and town
centre from the junction off the A20 (undertaken in the first sub-phase) together with then the actual
delivery of the development’s first primary school ensuring completion by September following the first
occupation.

Fig 2 - Phase 1, second sub-phase

Fig 3 – Phase 1, third sub-phase

Phase 1 – Third Sub-Phase
In this sub phase, further development parcels are opened up by the construction of the alignment of
the town centre high street which also links the newly completed school and the station. The
placemaking initiated by the delivery of the school is enhanced with the station upgrade works
providing additional parking, tickets machines and works to the station approach. Works to the original
development parcels off the A20 are nearing completion during this third phase.
Phase 1 – Fourth Sub-Phase
The fourth sub phase sees the completion of the initial development parcels which triggers the
construction of the access bridge over the river course to the north west development parcel. Around
the town centre, the west side of the high street which includes a large proportion of the community
facilities and retail units is largely complete. Construction continues on the east side of the town
centre and around the primary school increasing the size of the residential area.

Fig 4 – Phase 1, fourth sub-phase

Phase 1 – Fifth Sub-Phase
In this phase, there is the continued build out of the town centre area together with the
commencement of the north west parcel following the completion of the bridge.

Fig 5 – Phase 1, fifth sub-phase

Fig 6 – Phase 1, sixth sub-phase

Phase 1 – Sixth Sub Phase
The sixth sub phase is the final sub-phase of Phase 1 and the main works undertaken relate to the
finishing package for the town centre with a quality public realm finish added to complete the
placemaking aspirations for this part of Otterpool. In the north west parcel, housebuilding is nearing
completion and the commencement of a second primary school can be considered in this same north
west corner subject to an assessment of demand.

A summary of the key elements of the full scheme Infrastructure Programme that are likely to
be needed to deliver just Phase 1 is set out below. As noted above, financial numbers are only
estimates as they are not based on detailed design drawings that will follow the masterplan
completion. No Section 106 Agreement has yet been negotiated with the Local Planning
Authority and therefore the ‘S106 Allowance’ shown is an estimate.
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OTTERPOOL PARK
INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY - PHASE 1
(Based on Tibbalds Masterplan)
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Parcel 3
Parcel 4
Parcel 5
Parcel 6
Parcel 7
Parcel 8
Parcel 9
Enabling Works
S278 Highways
A20 straightening and widening - 12 months
Newingreen Junction - 10 months
Upgrade works to Stone Street and approach
to Station
Primary Access 10b to eastern half of Phase
1
Primary Access 11a to western half of Phase
1 - developer delivery
On-Site Highways
Primary Roads (East side of Castle
Primary Roads (West side of Castle)
Secondary Roads - developer delivery
Bridge across to north-west side of Phase 1
High Street Finishing Package
On-Site Pedestrian / Cycle Routes
Surface Water Drainage
SW Drainage to Strategic Streets
Drainage to Primary Roads (East of Castle)
Drainage to Primary Roads (West of Castle)
SW Drainage to secondary roads - developer
delivery
SW to Public Open Spaces
Attenuation Basins
Existing Ditches, Pipes and Culverts
Foul Water Drainage
FW Drainage to Strategic Streets
Pump Station and associated rising mains for
Phase 1
First Phase of On-Site Treatment Works
Outfall from On-Site Treatment Works
On-Site Nutrient Mitigation for Phase 1
Grey water recycling plant
Diversion of existing rising main
Additional allowance for temporary foul
drainage measures
Additional allowance for interim foul drainage
measures - assume tankering
Utilities - Reinforcement Works
Electricity - first phase of UKPN primary substation
Water - upgrade works associated with
Paddlesworth Reservoir
Utilities - Civil and Diversion Works
Electricity
Water
Telecommunications
Grey water recycling network
Ecological Mitigation
Green Infrastructure
Public Open Space (Castle Park)
Sports Pitches
Play Provision - NEAPs LEAPs etc
Maintenance of advanced planting
£17,484,220.17

Construction by Others

2023/24

71

Parcel 2

£64,756,371.00

Construction Periods
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TOTAL

Parcel 1

SUB-TOTAL
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Financial Years

£82,240,591.17
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S106
Education
Early Years Nursery School - to match
Primary School delivery
Early Years - private / charitable setting OPDCL to provide land
First Primary School - September opening
following first occupation
Second Primary School - triggers to be
confirmed
Healthcare
Temporary GP accommodation
Part Construction of Health Centre
Station
Cosmetic upgrade, ticket machines and
increased car parking
Community Uses
Hub TBC
Other Section 106 for Phase 1
TOTAL
NB ALL COSTS EXCLUDE VAT and RISK

£111,925,591.17

The current draft Tibbald’s master plan and related indicative infrastructure plan and programme above has then been incorporated into the financial model
using also key assumptions for;







Rate of land sales – at a slightly more cautious rate than the local plan assumptions however, the level of infrastructure should be sufficient to support
a fast sales rate if market conditions allow
Sales values that end housebuilders will achieve and therefore drives the price they can afford to pay the LLP as the master developer
Policy compliant in planning terms with affordable housing numbers, transport impact and impacts on health and schooling in the area – the later will
be covered in due course by a section 106 agreement albeit this is still at a very early stage of framing and negotiation with planning department
As noted necessary infrastructure to enable development has been considered to both allow housing development and to meet policy requirements
such as levels of treated waste water. At this stage as no detailed design has been carried out and numbers are benchmarks for similar infrastructure
items for other projects and cover allowances for design and management of delivery
Cash flows are aligned to March /April year ends
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£20,349,462

£26,227,877

Strategic Infrastructure

£64,125,230

£3,368,757

£6,633,817

£23,399,951

£6,298,010

£2,060,598

Professional Fees

£17,781,621

£5,911,663

£5,462,254

£2,116,735

£266,625

£378,000

Social Infrastructure

£29,700,000

£0

£6,500,000

£782,878

£8,447,914

£5,558,679

Risk

£12,286,028

£1,392,063
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£365,790
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£2,852,218
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-£7.781,080

-£294.391

-£791,785

-£1,576,791

-£1,682,867

-£1,434,748

Net Position Post Finance

£1,507,684

-£17,466,874

-£22,702,267

-£25,309,682

£1,169,351

£14,930,063
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Land Receipts

£152,806,644

£0

£0

£7,894.176

£20.349.462

£26,227,877

£21.252,846

£25,366,186

£26,043,785

£17,761.098

£7,911,213

Expenditure

£143.517,879

£17,172,483

£21,910,482

£31,627,067

£17.497.244

£9.803,067

£9,253,533

£12.110,709

£12,012,060

£8,961.488

£3,109,746

Net Position Pre Finance

£9,288.765

-£17,172,483

-£21,910,482

-£23,732,892

£2,852,218

£16,364,811

£11,999,314

£13,255,477

£14,031,725

£8,799,611

£4,801,466
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Net Position Post Finance

£1,507,684

-£17,456,874

-£22,702,267

-£25,309,682

£1,169,351

£14,930,063

£11,016,990

£12,517,815

£13,795,114
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Cumulative Cashflow (Excluding Finance)

-£62,815,857

-£17,172,483

-£39,082,985

-£62,815,857

-£59,963,639

-£43,598,828

-£31,599,515

-£18,344,037

-£4,312,312

£4,487,299

£9,288,765

Cumulative Cashflow (Including Finance'

-£85,478,823

-£17,486,974

-£40,169,141

-£85,478,823

-£64,309,472

-£49,379,409

-£38,382,419

-£25,844,804

-£12,049,489

-£3,293,782

£1,507,664

Notes on Cash flow;





The first phase illustrates on the base assumptions noted above that phase 1 now shows
approximately a surplus of £1.5m showing that currently land sale receipts cover all costs of
developing the key infrastructure. Some of those costs [estimated as much as £10m] however
will benefit later stages of the scheme and therefore on a true matching of costs and revenue the
first phase is likely to be profitable in accounting terms.
The peak debt requirement is shown as approximately £65.4m in year 2023/24
Indicative drawdown tranches each year are shown above in the highlighted cumulative cashflow
and annual cashflow

Notes on Financial Years 2021- 2022 and 2022-2023
As shown in the programme slide above it has been assumed that the early years will likely incur
more soft costs e.g. design development in order to allow procurement strategies to be developed
and indeed help further de-risk cost estimates (as pricing can then be updated to current at that time
values and be based on more measured drawings).
An approximate spend allocation in the next 12 months and for the subsequent 4 years is as follows
(with additional detail on the main areas of design spend and physical works as also shown in the
Programme summary above).
Financial
Year

Fees

Description

Costs

Description

2021/22

Pre-planning design fees
associated with Enabling
Works, S278 Highways,
Bridge design, Foul and
Surface Water drainage,
UKPN Sub-station,
Ecological Mitigation and
Green Infrastructure

Enabling works, UKPN
Sub-Station

2022/23

Detailed design of S278
and on-site highways, foul
and surface water
drainage, utilities,
ecological mitigations and
Green Infrastructure

UKPN Sub-station,
advanced planting and
associated maintenance

Completion of the detailed
design associated with
S278 and on-site
highways, foul and surface
water drainage, utilities
and green infrastructure

Commence construction
of S278 and on-site
highways, foul and
surface water drainage
including nutrient
mitigation measures,
Utilities, ecological
mitigation measures and
green infrastructure

2023/24

2024/25

Commence process for
upgrade works associated
with Paddlesworth
Reservoir

Continue construction of
On-site highways,
drainage and utilities,
Ecological mitigation and
green infrastructure

2025/26

Commence detailed
design of bridge and
continue to develop
Paddlesworth upgrade
proposals

Continue construction of
green infrastructure

As these cash flows are the minimum to deliver Phase 1, some costs that are likely required to permit
development to continue after these initial c.1,900 units are not included here. There will be a choice
to make when to incur these and will include items such as the Newingreen link road and potentially
works on a secondary school facility which will in turn depend on the need for school places at the
time.

END

